People Protection – Re-invented
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About Amulus

Why Amulus?

Modulus Ballistic Shelter

Amulus understands the myriad
of threats that organisations
are faced with in complex
environments.

The Modulus provides a
flat pack ballistic shelter
creating flexible and effective
defensive solutions.

Our Flat Pack Ballistic Shelter is unique in its design and
offers protection along with
logistical ease.
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Features

Customisation

What makes us different?

Modulus is pre-packaged and
comes with simple to follow
build instructions.

Our customisation options are
endless and can be designed
specifically for individual client
needs.

The Modulus provides ballistic
protection in a unique flat pack
solution.
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Buy or lease

Our Certifications

The Modulus can be bought
or leased on a contract basis.

Our structures conform to an
extensive range of international
standards.
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Sectors

We specialise in developing
and implementing unique
solutions to meet sector
specific requirements.

About
Amulus
Amulus has developed and
manufactured a customisable flat
pack ballistic shelter, to protect
people and assets.
Our fully containerised units provide
a defence against small arms fire and
blast (B6 rated). The Modulus can be
accessed quickly to ensure protection
against sudden attack and enables
operations to commence in highly
complex environments.
The Modulus can be purchased or
leased on contract.
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Why
Amulus?
All responsible organisations
have a duty of care to protect
their people. This requires
planning and a fit for purpose
risk management strategy.
The Amulus team of experts are skilled
risk and security professionals with an
understanding of the acute and diverse
threats corporates and other entities
are exposed to. Working with decision
makers and internal security teams,
we integrate the the Modulus Ballistic
Shelter into existing security plans and
operating procedures.
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Modulus Ballistic
Shelter
Our flat pack Modulus Ballistic
Shelters deliver immediate safety
and protection in a prefabricated
easy to build solution.
Fully customisable and B6 protection
certified, The Modulus provides rapid
protection from armed assault.
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Modulus
Build Process
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Features

Protection

Safety

Flat Pack

The Modulus unit is built to
protect against armed attack.
Our units are built with hardened
ballistic and blast resistant steel.
The level of ballistic protections is
fully certified to UK standards and
is as follows:

Modulus is designed to ensure
employees can be protected in
a safe environment. The unit
is designed with fire retardant
materials, and pinch point
protection on heavy ballistic doors.

The innovative flat pack design
means that multiple Modulus
ballistic shelters can be loaded
onto a single flatbed truck.

• BS EN1522 up to Level FB6
• UL752 Level 8 up to 900 m/s
• NIJ 0108.01 up to Level 3
** up scalable if required **
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Security

Power

Modulus Sizes

The Modulus is a class leader with
multiple overarching security
features. The unit is fitted with high
performance multi-point locking
system manufactured by Surelock
McGill.

The Modulus is fitted with an
external power socket to allow
connection to a mains power
supply or generator feed.
Internally the units are fitted with
strip lighting and additional power
sockets.

The Modulus Ballistic Shelter
comes in two sizes and are fully
customisable (bespoke sizes are
available on request). Dependant
on the number of people requiring
protection will determine the size
of the recommended unit.

The locks have been successfully
tested on a wide range of LPS 1175
Security Ratings, blast tested on doors
in accordance with the methodology
set out within ISO 16933 EXV15 &
EXV25 and successfully ballistically
tested on doorsets to BS EN
1522:1999 FB1-FB7.

• 20ft container – up to a maximum
of 20 employees
• 40ft container – up to a maximum
of 40 employees
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Customisation
Amulus understands the myriad of
threats that organisations are faced
with in complex environments.
That is why the Modulus Ballistic Shelter
has multiple bespoke solutions available
to provide protection where and how you
need it. We can customise your units to
fit any environment, from non-detectable
placement to over visible deterrents
and can be designed specifically for
your needs.
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What makes us
different?
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Superior Build Quality

Superior Protection

Flat Pack Design

Our quality of build is superior to
that of our competitors as we have
exclusive partnerships with the most
well respected, high quality fabricator
groups.

The entire Modulus unit is encased
with ballistic steel which is unique in
the market, along with fully certified
ballistic capability.

The innovative flat pack design of the
Modulus Ballistic Shelter means that
multiple units can be loaded onto a
single flatbed truck.

Logistics
Multiple Modulus Ballistic Shelter
units can be efficiently shipped and
hauled due to the innovative flat
pack design.

Superior Planning
and Deployment
Our team have intimate knowledge
and experience of dealing with
attacks against personnel and have
designed the Modulus to provide
quick and effective shelter from
hostile acts.

Superior Warranty
Our warranty packages ensure you
have total peace of mind that your
Modulus ballistic shelter will perform
whenever it is required.
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Buy or lease
The Modulus can be bought or leased
into a contract basis. We can finance
(on a rental basis) and manage all your
specific needs.

Reduce your
capital expenditure
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Minimise downtime and
time impacts of breakdown

Reduce your
operational cost

Latest standard compliant
and technology

Reduce your
insurance costs

Rapidly
deployable

Our Fabrication Partners Certifications
Thousands of structures have been
successfully built and delivered over
the past four decades, conforming to
an extensive range of international
standards, such as:

Certifications

Compliance

Others

ISO
CLASS SOCIETIES FOR MARINE &
OFFSHORE RULES
– ABS, BV, DNV GL AND LR
IMO/ SOLAS

EUROPEAN STANDARDS (EN)
INTERNATIONAL
ELECTROMECHANICAL
COMMISSION (IEC)
UL, STANAG

FABIG, NFPA
EU CE MARKING DIRECTIVES
CEN/ NIJ/ VPAM
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Sectors
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Oil & Gas

Mining

Military & Law Enforcement

The Oil & Gas industry is faced
with real concerns over employee
safety, disruption to operations
and severe damage to facilities.

The mining industry contributes
greatly to the worldwide
economy and frequently faces
threats requiring comprehensive
security and safety solutions.

Military & Law Enforcement
personnel are increasingly
targeted by terrorists and
criminal groups, both at home
and abroad.

Government

NGOs & Charities

Hotels

Education

Government personnel working
in critical infrastructure sites and
diplomatic facilities, are at risk
from terrorism, criminal activity
or malicious behaviour.

NGO & Charity personnel working
internationally face particular risk
of harm, kidnap and death due
to their operating environment
including; the application of
financial sanctions, greater levels
of corruption, or criminal activity
and the presence of terrorists.

At Amulus, our team has
personally managed crisis
situations at well-known hotel
chains across the world. Our
experience has shown that the
availability of safe havens would
have saved lives in these cases.

Those responsible for the
safety of educational facilities
carry a heavy burden by taking
responsibility for the safety of
pupils and teachers whilst on
their premises.
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Dubai Address
Office 2705 Marina Plaza,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Email: robus@britsaf.com
www.britsaf.com

t. +971 (0)4 278 1040
e. Info@amulus.org

amulus.org

